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On October 23, 2012, Gensler Chicago convened a fifteen-person 

group of healthcare and design professionals for a day long Health+Wellness Think-Tank. The 

objective of the think-tank was to bring together a multi-disciplinary team of experts to ideate around 

the emerging shifts in the regulatory issues, economic drivers and technological solutions that are 

impacting the future of health and wellness delivery and their environments.

attendees
(Activate Healthcare) Debra Geihsler,  (Circle Square) Michael Lake,  (Frog Design) Aimee Jungman,

(Inter West Partners) Michelle Snyder,  (Lismore), Lisa McClung, Jenny Bonadio,  (Peform Insight) 
Robert Friesen,  (Gensler) Sarah Bader, Cindy Coleman, Anne Gibson, Clara Neale, Scott Reed, 

Doug Tichenor, Rod Vickroy, Meghan Webster.
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The focus of the session explored  the changes in how, where and why consumers 

(or patients) seek out health services. Historically, individuals have been passive about their health and 

healthcare options, likely because employers have traditionally set decisions about health coverage and 

benefits for their employees. As a result, consumers have been less likely to feel incentivized to take control 

of their well being. 

Today, we are witnessing a shift. The shift is, in part, a byproduct of better-informed consumers who desire 

greater individual control, more personalized options of healthcare delivery and more sophisticated, just-in-

time service models. 

We call this shift: The intersection of retail + health.
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Insight One:

Instant access 
to expertise

A Deloitte analysis of the evolution of retail, “Store 3.0: Planning 
Tomorrow’s Store Today,” noted that  “the role of the physical space 
is shifting from a transactional model to an experiential one, in which 
customers have a personalized experience with the brand.”
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Session Discussion

“Consumers are now the big focus in healthcare. Consumerism 
allows patients to conveniently connect with their health care 
providers anytime, anywhere using the same best practices 
that they expect based on their experience in retail, travel 
and other industries.”

  —Robert Friesen, Perform Insight 

Impact on 
Design 
Make visible the access to information; make it intuitive, social, emergent and part of the brand.

emerging generations, and even many Boomers, are accessing 
technology for all aspects of their lives: consumerism, social 
networking and professional information. It’s about just-in-
time and unimpeded access to personal knowledge. Patient/
consumers want the same access to information as their 
providers .
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Story of Practice
InG Direct
Gensler designed a space that is a cross between a bank and a cafe. At 
ING Direct, customers are able to get immediate access to expertise, 
manage their bank accounts at multiple kiosks or ask advice of the 
baristas, who are also trained as tellers.
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Insight Two:

Uber-personalized
An IBM Business Consulting Services executive brief noted that, 
“As the decade progresses, next generation medical science 
technology and capabilities (enabled by increasingly “smarter” 
information technology) will change the discovery, development 
and delivery of new treatments and will accelerate the delivery 
of personalized medicine to the patient/consumer.”
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Session Discussion

“Consumers are redefining healthcare service—
they want to be offered a service that is a perfect 
match to their needs.” 

    —Debra Geihsler, Activate Healthcare

Impact on Design
Design opportunities for one-on-one coaching and intimate settings for patient/consumers to access just-in time information.

Patient consumers are looking to shift their access from the 
volume of care to the value of care. It’s about a customized 
solution: the right quantity of care at the right time and place; 
calibrated to the individual’s needs. Data shows that patient/
consumers are willing to trade expertise and certification for a 
perfect match to needs.
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Story of Practice 
Blue shield 
As part of a commitment to improve the health of its members, 
Gensler was retained to design Blue Shield of California’s new 
retail rollout. The retail strategy provides customers access 
to personalized information and one-on-one education as a 
personalized service offering.
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Insight Three: 

Data is the new
currency

In a recent study, McKinsey Global Institute suggested that 
big data can unlock significant value by making information 
transparent and usable at much higher frequency. “As 
organizations create and store more data in digital form, they can 
collect more accurate performance information and therefore, 
better tailor products and services.”
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Session Discussion

“Consumers are prepared to trade data for 
better experience.” 

      —Aimee Jungman, Frog Design

Impact on Design
Big data will drive more virtual forms of serviced delivery. It will provide opportunities for patients/consumers to access care 
virtually (and physically) in spaces that are human-scale, that evoke a sense of trust and that are user-friendly.

healthcare providers are moving to a more customized model 
where treatments are selected for patients based on specific 
personal data that supports care providers in the design of very 
specific targeted treatments. For the healthcare professional, 
it’s about “learning at scale,” where the data is used to visualize 
patterns, trends and anomalies. Data privacy is diminishing. 
Illness is now a social event.
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Story of Practice 
Johns hopkins Medicine International
Access to healthcare is vital—and problematic—for many in the 
developing world. Gensler’s design response supports teams 
of medical concierges at Johns Hopkins Medicine International 
to tackle this problem in a nimble facility with flexible, 
collaborative team rooms and technology that brings global 
locations within reach.
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Defining the 
disruptive era

     Yesterday it was...  Today it is...

Primary Influencers   Payors/Providers  Big Data/Consumerism

Relationship Model   Vertical Model   Holistic Model

Patient Role    Recipient   Self-Managed Care

Information Model   Retained Information  Liberated information

     Patients are Granted  Patients Have Complete Access
     Limited Access

Pace of Change   Glacial    Comparable to Trends in Consumer Markets
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Next Steps 
While the delivery of healthcare is in a state of change, the 
demand for consumer engagement is increasing. Gensler’s Health 
& Wellness practice area sees this as an opportunity to redefine 
centers of health and wellness; to erode the boundaries between 
medical professionals, medical information and the actively 
engaged patient/consumer.
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